AN O-GLYCOSYLTRANSFERASE PROMOTES CELL ADHESION DURING DEVELOPMENT BY INFLUENCING SECRETION OF AN EXTRACELLULAR MATRIX INTEGRIN LIGAND
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Protein secretion and localization are crucial during eukaryotic development, establishing local cell environments as well as mediating cell interactions, signaling and adhesion. In the present study, we demonstrate that the glycosyltransferase, pgant3, specifically modulates integrin-mediated cell adhesion by influencing the secretion and localization of the integrin ligand, tiggrin. We demonstrate that tiggrin is normally O-glycosylated and localized to the basal matrix where the dorsal and ventral cell layers adhere in wild type Drosophila wings. In pgant3 mutants, tiggrin is no longer O-glycosylated and fails to be properly secreted to this basal cell layer interface, resulting in disruption of integrin-mediated cell adhesion in the wing. pgant3-mediated effects are dependent on enzymatic activity, as mutations that form a stable protein yet abrogate O-glycosyltransferase activity result in tiggrin accumulation within the dorsal and ventral cells comprising the wing. Our results provide the first in vivo evidence for the role of O-glycosylation in the secretion of specific extracellular matrix proteins, thus altering the composition of the cellular “microenvironment”, and thereby modulating developmentally-regulated cell adhesion events. As alterations in cell adhesion are a hallmark of cancer progression, this work provides insight into the long-standing association between aberrant O-glycosylation and tumorigenesis.

Integrin-mediated adhesion is a crucial process involved in many aspects of development, tissue maintenance and disease. Integrin transmembrane receptors bind to extracellular matrix (ECM) ligands to coordinate cell-matrix and cell-cell adhesion as well as regulate cell morphology and signaling events (1-8). ECM ligands are a diverse group of molecules that are secreted by cells, creating local environments and matrices that modulate cell interactions. Mutations in integrins or their ECM ligands have been shown to disrupt cell adhesion, resulting in wing blistering (1,3-5,7,9-12), muscle detachment (3,13,14) and defects in dorsal closure (15) in Drosophila, as well as in the human disease epidermolysis bullosa, in which the epidermal and dermal skin layers are separated (16,17). Loss of proper cell adhesive properties is also a hallmark of cancer progression and metastasis.

We have previously shown that an ECM protein, tiggrin (3,18,19), is normally modified by the post-translational addition of the sugar N-acetylgalactosamine (GalNAc) (20) through the action of a member of the PGANT family of glycosyltranferases (EC 2.4.1.41). This type of evolutionarily conserved protein modification, known as mucin-type O-glycosylation (21-23), was shown to be required for proper cell adhesion by guest on November 7, 2017 http://www.jbc.org/ Downloaded from
adhesion between the epithelial cell layers comprising the Drosophila wing blade. Loss of the gene encoding the enzyme responsible for glycosylating tiggrin (pgant3), resulted in the formation of wing blisters in adult flies (similar to those seen in homozygous tiggrin mutant escapers; 3), which could be rescued upon expression of wild type pgant3 (20). Additionally, pgant3 and tiggrin genetically interact to influence wing blistering frequency (20).

While loss of mucin-type O-glycosylation is associated with a number of diseases and developmental defects (22,24-30), the mechanistic role of mucin-type O-glycans in most of these instances remains unclear. Previous studies have suggested that O-glycans may influence protein stability, as is thought to be the case in the human disease, familial tumoral calcinosis (26,31-32). Other studies in cell culture using chemical inhibitors of O-glycan extension, have demonstrated that alterations in O-glycan formation can affect secretion and trafficking of certain proteins (33-36). However, these inhibitors also affect other glycosylation pathways, making specific conclusions about the role of mucin-type O-glycans difficult. In the present study, we demonstrate that mucin-type O-glycosylation promotes a developmentally-regulated cell adhesion event via influencing the proper secretion of an ECM component involved in integrin interactions. This study provides the first example of O-glycosylation influencing the composition of the extracellular matrix and suggests roles for this abundant protein modification in other developmental contexts as well as in disease states where matrix composition and cell adhesion are altered.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

Fly strains used-The stocks used in this study are as follows: Bloomington stocks #3960 (if3); #4533 (w*; In(2LR)no4L Sco; b1/CyO, P[ActGFP]JMR1); and #7748 (w1118; Df(2R) Exel6283, P[XP-U] Exel6263). Additionally, the following stocks from other sources were used: the w*, pgant301318/pgant301318 transposon insertion line (20,37); the w*; pgant3 hopout#7/pgant3 hopout#7 transposon excision line (20); and finally, the w; Sco/SM6a and cn1 bw sp1 lines (the kind gifts of Dr. J. Kennison).

EMS mutagenesis screening and sequencing-Ethyl methane sulfonate (EMS) mutagenesis was carried out as described (38). Briefly, cn1 bw sp1 males were fed EMS and crossed to the homozygous pgant3 transposon insertion line, (w*; pgant301318/pgant301318). From the F1 progeny, the individual males with blistered wings were collected and backcrossed to virgins from the homozygous pgant3 transposon insertion line. F2 progeny displaying blistered wings were then collected and crossed to w; Sco/SM6a to make a balanced stock of the putative pgant3 mutations.

Putative pgant3 mutation lines were then crossed to a deficiency line ([Df(2R) Exel6283, P[XP-U] Exel6263] that uncovers pgant3. Heterozygous progeny from these crosses (pgant3mutant/Df(2R) Exel6283, P[XP-U] Exel6263) were used for sequencing to verify that the new EMS-generated mutations were in the pgant3 gene. Briefly, heterozygous adults were homogenized and RNA was isolated using the FastRNA Pro Green kit (Q-BIOgene). cDNA synthesis was performed using iScript cDNA Synthesis Kit (Bio-Rad). PCR primers were designed to yield four products covering the pgant3 coding region: sense (GATCGGTTTGGATTGGATTG) and anti-sense (CGAGGCGGCACCACAACTG), to amplify the first exon and a portion of the second exon; sense (CCACTACATCGGCAAGGGAGAC) and anti-sense (ACCTTGCGTGATTCCTTAATGCC), to amplify part of the second exon, third exon,
fourth exon and a portion of the fifth exon; sense (GGCGATGTGCTGACCTTCCTC) and anti-sense (TTCATGTGCTTGCTGTAGGC) to amplify the first portion of the fifth exon; sense (GCCAAGGACAAGGTGAATGT) and anti-sense (ACCGGCATGACATGACATCCTACTC), to amplify the remainder of the fifth exon and the sixth exon. The resulting PCR fragments were purified using QIAquick Gel Extraction Kit (QIAGEN) and sequenced directly. From this analysis, two new pgant3 mutations were identified and designated pgant3m1 and pgant3m2. pgant3m1 and pgant3m2 stocks were then crossed to the previously described pgant3 transposon insertion line and deletion line to determine wing blistering frequencies.

Expression and localization of PGANT3, PGANT3m1 and PGANT3m2 enzymes in Drosophila cells - cDNAs encoding pgant3, pgant3m1 and pgant3m2 were digested with EcoRI and NotI, and subcloned into pIB/V5-His vector (Invitrogen), to form a C-terminal V5 fusion. S2R+ cells were transfected with plasmids using Effectene transfection reagent (Qiagen) according to manufacturer’s instructions. After 3 days, cells were fixed, stained with anti-V5 antibody (dilution 1:500) (Invitrogen) and the Drosophila Golgi marker GM130 (dilution, 1:100) (Abcam). After primary antibody staining, the cells were washed and incubated with Alexa 488 conjugated anti-mouse IgG secondary antibodies (dilution, 1:100) (Invitrogen) and Cy3-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG antibody (dilution, 1:100) (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories).

Expression of secreted PGANT3, PGANT3m1 and PGANT3m2 enzymes in COS7 cells - The plasmids constructed above for localization studies of PGANT3 and PGANT3m2 were partially digested with Agel to release fragments beginning just after the hydrophobic membrane spanning domain and ending after the V5 epitope at the C-terminus. These fragments were then subcloned into the vector pF4-FlyB (39) to generate constructs encoding secreted enzymes with a C-terminal V5 tag (pF4-pgant3-V5 and pF4-pgant3m2-V5). For the pgant3m1 construct, sense (ATAACCGGTTCAGGGCGGACGCGGAG) and anti-sense (TGGCGCGGCGACGGTGTGATGAC) PCR primers were used to amplify a 435 bp pgant3m1 fragment beginning just after the hydrophobic region. The amplified PCR fragment was then digested with MluI and Agel and cloned into the same sites of the vector pF4-pgant3-V5. All constructs were verified by DNA sequencing. Plasmids were transfected into COS7 cells using Lipofectamine reagent (Invitrogen). After 4 days, the media were harvested. To quantitate the relative amount of recombinant proteins secreted into the media, aliquots of media were electrophoresed under reducing conditions and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. Membranes were incubated with anti-V5 antibody (dilution 1:2000) (Invitrogen) after blocking, and developed with HRP-conjugated mouse IgG (dilution 1:2000) (Cell Signaling Technology).

Glycosyltransferase assays - Assays for glycosyltransferase activity were performed as described previously (39). Briefly, media from COS7 cells expressing recombinant PGANT3 and PGANT3m1 were harvested and recombinant proteins were quantitated by western blotting as described above. Equal relative amounts of each recombinant protein were used in the in vitro reactions with sugar donor 14C-UDP-GalNAc and various concentrations (62.5-250 μM) of the EA2 acceptor substrate (PTTDSTTPAPTTK). All reactions were performed in triplicate at 37°C for 1 hr. Reaction products were purified by anion exchange chromatography and 14C-GalNAc incorporation was measured. Reactions using media from cells expressing empty vector alone yielded background values that were subtracted.
from each experimental value. Adjusted experimental values were then averaged and standard deviations were calculated. Glycosyltransferase activity is expressed as dpm/hr.

**Pupal wing disc staining**- Pupae were staged from pupariation (white prepupa). Staged pupae were immersed in 4% formaldehyde in PBS and then an incision was made through the pupal case and the body wall. Fixation was continued on a shaker for at least 1 hr at room temperature (RT). Fixed pupae were then stored at 4°C. Pupal cases were removed and pupal wings were dissected. Samples were washed in PBST (PBS-0.3% Triton X-100) and transferred to blocking buffer (4% goat serum-PBS-0.3% Triton X-100) for 1 hr on a shaker. Samples were then incubated with primary antibody overnight at 4°C in blocking buffer. Primary antibodies used were mouse anti-β-PS-integrin (40) (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, 1:100), rat anti-DE-cadherin (40) (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, 1:100), mouse anti-Fasciclin III (40) (Developmental Studies Hybridoma Bank, 1:100), mouse anti-tiggrin antibody (18) (the kind gift of Drs. L. and J. Fessler, 1:100), mouse anti-Tn antibody (Ca3638) (41) (the kind gift of Dr. Richard Cummings, 1:50). Alexa 488-, 568- and 647-conjugated secondary antibodies (Invitrogen, 1:100) and Cy3-conjugated donkey anti-mouse IgM antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories, 1:100) were used. Nuclei were stained with 4',6-diamidino-2-phenylindole, dihydrochloride (DAPI) (Sigma, 1:1000). Wings were mounted in aqueous mounting medium with anti-fading agents (Biomeda) and imaged on the Zeiss LSM 510 confocal laser scanning microscope. Optical cross-sections (X-Z images) of pupal wings in Figs. 2-4 were compiled from multiple X-Y images (1 μm thick) to form the 15-35 μm X-Z images shown. Fig. 6 shows representative 1 μm thick confocal images in the X-Y plane through the center of the dorsal and ventral cell layers of pupal wings. Images were processed using the LSM Imager Browser and Photoshop.

**RNAi in Drosophila cell culture**- For the generation of dsRNA, regions from each gene of interest (YFP, mys, tiggrin or pgant3) were amplified using primers containing T7 RNA polymerase binding sites and gene-specific sequences to produce ~500 bp fragments containing T7 promoters at the 5′ ends. We selected regions for dsRNA generation by using the off-target sequence search tool on the Drosophila RNAi Screening Center (DRSC) website (http://www.flyrna.org/RNAi_primer_design.html), in an effort to minimize any potential off-target effects. The off-target size was set as low as 16 nt for each analysis. Two regions for dsRNA generation were chosen for the pgant3 gene and for the tiggrin gene to verify knockdown and cellular phenotypes observed. All primer sequences used for dsRNA generation are listed in Supplemental Table I.

PCR products from the above-mentioned primer pairs were purified and used as templates to produce RNA using the MEGASCRIPT T7 transcription kit (Ambion). RNA was LiCl precipitated, resuspended in water, incubated at 65°C for 30 min and then slow-cooled to room temperature to allow annealing. dsRNA formed was then stored at -20°C.

Drosophila cells were grown in Schneider’s medium (Invitrogen) with 10% heat-inactivated FBS (Invitrogen) at 25°C in culture flasks. RNAi was performed as described on the DRSC website (http://flyrna.org/RNAi_FAQ.mai_on_cc.html). Briefly, 2×10^5 S2R+ cells in 250μl serum-free media were added to each well of a 24-well plate. dsRNA (7μg) was added to each well and plates were mixed back and forth. The cells were then incubated for 30 min at room temperature before adding 750μl medium containing 10% heat-inactivated fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen).
Cells were grown for 4-6 days at 25 ºC. Each experiment was performed with two independent dsRNAs to pgant3 to verify gene specific knockdown and observed phenotypes.

After dsRNA treatment, cells were fixed in 4% formaldehyde-phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) (Electron Microscopy Science) and then washed twice in PBS with 0.1% Triton X-100. Staining was then performed using TRITC-phalloidin (Sigma) and DAPI, followed by washes in PBS. Cells were examined using a Zeiss Axiophot microscope.

Cell adhesion assays- After incubating with dsRNA for 5 days, S2R+ cells were replated on glass slides and allowed to spread for 4 hours before fixing. S2 cells treated with dsRNA were replated on glass slides coated with 0.5mg/ml concanavalin A (Con A) and allowed to spread for 2 hours (42). After fixing, cells were stained with TRITC-phalloidin and DAPI.

Quantitative cell adhesion assays were performed on S2R+ cells after incubation with dsRNA. S2R+ cells were harvested and resuspended in the medium at a density of 2×10^5 cells/ml. 100 μl cell suspension was seeded into each well and then incubated for an additional 2hr at 25ºC. After removing the non-adherent cells, 150 μl 0.2% crystal violet (Sigma) aqueous solution in 20% methanol was added to stain the cells that remained attached. Wells were washed with Milli-Q water twice and then air-dried. Finally, cells were dissolved in 150 μl 1% SDS. The optical density at 570nm was measured using a Microplate Reader (TECAN).

Western blotting- Protein extracts were prepared from staged pupal wing discs of wild type and pgant3m1/pgant3m2 mutants as described (43). Samples were electrophoresed under reducing conditions in a 4-12% SDS-PAGE gradient gel and transferred to nitrocellulose membranes. Membranes were blocked with 1x blocking buffer (Sigma) and then incubated with an antibody to tiggrin (dilution, 1:500) or the Tn antibody (dilution, 1:500) and developed with HRP-conjugated mouse IgG (dilution, 1:2000) (Cell Signaling Technology) or HRP-conjugated mouse IgM (dilution, 1:10,000) (Stressgen Bioreagents) secondary antibodies, respectively. The upper band detected by the tiggrin antibody is not specific to tiggrin, as it is still present in tig^3 homozygous mutants.

Quantitative real-time PCR- Cells were lysed and RNA was extracted using the RNAqueous-4 PCR kit (Ambion). cDNA synthesis was performed using the iScript cDNA synthesis kit (Bio-Rad). Quantitative real-time PCR (QPCR) primers for each pgant gene were described previously (20). QPCR was performed on a MyiQ real time PCR thermocycler (Bio-Rad) using the SYBR-Green PCR Master Mix (Bio-Rad). Analyzed products were assayed in triplicate and in multiple independent experiments.

RESULTS

Point mutations that disrupt pgant3 catalytic activity result in wing blistering and abrogation of tiggrin glycosylation. Previous work from our group demonstrated that a transposon insertion mutation in pgant3, which encodes an enzyme responsible for the initiation of mucin-type O-glycosylation, resulted in abrogation of pgant3 expression and subsequent disruption of cell adhesion in the adult wing (20). We set out to further examine the role of O-glycosylation in wing blade adhesion by generating additional pgant3 mutations that specifically affect catalytic activity. Through EMS mutagenesis, we obtained two novel point mutations in the coding region of pgant3 (Fig. 1A). One mutation, pgant3m1, is a C to T transition that changes a conserved arginine to a cysteine at
amino acid position 130. *pgant3m1*, like wild type *pgant3*, encodes a protein that is localized properly to the Golgi apparatus and is stably expressed in cell culture (Fig. 1B and C). However, the PGANT3*<sup>m1</sup>* protein fails to glycosylate substrates in in vitro glycosyltransferase reactions, indicating that this mutation specifically compromises enzymatic activity (Fig. 1D). The second mutation, *pgant3m2*, is a G to A transition that creates a stop codon at amino acid 609, deleting the C-terminal 59 amino acids of the enzyme. This truncation results in an unstable protein that is not properly localized to the Golgi apparatus (Fig. 1B). Additionally, we were not able to stably express the *pgant3m2* mutant as a secreted, recombinant protein to perform in vitro enzymatic assays (Fig. 1C).

Flies carrying the original transposon mutation (*pgant3<sup>c01318</sup>*) , the *pgant3m1* mutation or *pgant3m2* mutation were crossed to assess the effect of the new *pgant3* point mutations on wing blistering frequency in adults (Table I and Fig. 1E). While heterozygous mutants displayed no effect on wing integrity, all transheterozygous mutants (*pgant3<sup>m1</sup>/pgant3<sup>m2</sup>, *pgant3<sup>m1</sup>/pgant3<sup>c01318</sup>, or *pgant3<sup>m2</sup>/pgant3<sup>c01318</sup>) as well as mutants over a deficiency for the region (*pgant3<sup>m1</sup>/Df(2R)Exel6283, *pgant3<sup>m2</sup>/Df(2R)Exel6283, or *pgant3<sup>c01318</sup>/Df(2R)Exel6283* ) showed a high frequency of wing blistering (Table I). Additionally, these point mutants also displayed a loss of tiggrin glycosylation (Fig. 1F and G), as was seen previously for the transposon mutant (20). Because the *pgant3m1* mutation (which forms a stable protein yet is catalytically inactive) resulted in wing blistering when combined with other *pgant3* mutations, we conclude that the loss of PGANT3 glycosyltransferase activity (and not simply loss of the PGANT3 protein) is responsible for the loss of wing integrity. This indicates that PGANT3 function in the developing wing is dependent upon its glycosyltransferase activity, and not on a glycosylation-independent chaperone function seen previously for other glycosyltransferases (44,45).

*pgant3* genetically interacts with *if* (αPS2 integrin) to modulate cell adhesion. Prior studies from our group showed a genetic interaction between *pgant3* and tiggrin (20), demonstrating a functional consequence of PGANT3 activity on tiggrin-mediated cell adhesion. We next investigated whether a genetic interaction exists between *pgant3* mutants and an αPS2 integrin mutant (if<sup>β</sup>). if<sup>β</sup> mutants are hypomorphic and show a low level of wing blistering in a wild type background (9). Flies hemizygous for if<sup>β</sup> in combination with the chromosome 2 used for mutagenesis (*if<sup>β</sup>/Y; +/+ ) displayed 17% wing blistering (Table II). As mentioned above, flies heterozygous for *pgant3<sup>m1</sup>* or *pgant3<sup>m2</sup>* displayed no wing blistering. However, flies that are both hemizygous for if<sup>β</sup> and heterozygous for *pgant3<sup>m1</sup>* (*if<sup>β</sup>/Y; *pgant3<sup>m1</sup>/+* ) or *pgant3<sup>m2</sup>* (*if<sup>β</sup>/Y; *pgant3<sup>m2</sup>/+* ) displayed a dramatic increase in wing blistering (76% and 52%, respectively). Thus, mutations in *pgant3* and αPS2 integrin interact genetically to exacerbate the same morphological phenotype, demonstrating that *pgant3* modulates integrin-mediated cell adhesion in the developing wing.

Tiggrin and O-glycans are specifically localized during pupal wing development. Pupal wing development undergoes a series of apposition, adhesion, expansion and separation phases to ensure proper morphogenesis and establishment of cell contacts (46). To obtain insight into the role of O-glycans and tiggrin in integrin-mediated cell adhesion in the wing, we examined pupal wings at multiple different developmental stages. Both tiggrin and O-glycans were present in the developing wing and displayed dynamic localization throughout pupal wing development. Very specific localization of both was observed at the basal cell layer interface during two separate stages of development.
adhesion (6-8 hr after puparium formation (APF) and 34-42 hr APF) (Fig. 2A-A’ and D-E’), similar to what was previously seen for integrins (40,46). Localization of both O-glycans and tiggrin was diffuse during stages of separation of the epithelial cell layers (18-20 hr APF) (Fig. 2B and B’). Restoration of basal surface localization of both O-glycans and tiggrin begins to occur again as the second apposition phase takes place (24-26 hr APF) (Fig. 2C-C’). Thus, the specific localization of tiggrin and O-glycans to the basal region (where integrin is localized) during stages of cell adhesion further supports their involvement in integrin-mediated cell adhesion.

*pgant3* mutant pupal wing discs show altered glycosylation and tiggrin localization. To investigate the specific role of *pgant3* in wing blade adhesion, we compared wild type and *pgant3* mutant wings at the adhesive stages of pupal wing development. Pupal wings at either 6-8 hrs APF or 34-36 hrs APF were stained for tiggrin, O-glycans and βPS integrin (Fig. 3). Optical X-Z cross-sections of the wings are shown. In wild type (WT) wings, tiggrin, O-glycans and βPS integrin all localize as a diffuse line across the center of the wing where the two cell layers begin to appose at 6-8 hr APF (Fig. 3A and C). This localization becomes much more distinct at 34-36 hr APF, when they are tightly localized at the basal surface of the dorsal/ventral cell layers (Fig. 3B and D). However, *pgant3*mutant wings displayed a reduction in O-glycosylation and a loss of tiggrin along the cell layer interface at both stages of wing development (Fig. 3), suggesting that either tiggrin stability or localization is altered in these mutants. The same altered tiggrin localization was also seen in *pgant3* transposon insertion mutants (Fig. 3A and B). O-glycosylation and tiggrin localization were restored upon excision of the transposon (Fig. 3A and B). Interestingly, βPS integrin was still present along the cell layer interface in *pgant3* mutants, indicating that the presence of tiggrin at this interface is not required for proper integrin localization and that the presence of βPS integrin is not sufficient to ensure tiggrin localization (Fig. 3C and D). However, βPS integrin staining was slightly more diffuse in the *pgant3* mutants, suggesting that disruption of tiggrin localization may influence integrin distribution.

To address whether other proteins are also mislocalized in *pgant3* mutants, we examined the localization of Fasciclin III and DE-cadherin (Fig. 4). High magnification images of pupal wings at stage 36 hr APF reveal that tiggrin staining is still seen within the cells of the *pgant3* and *Df (2R)Exel6283* mutants (Fig. 4B-C’), but it is not precisely localized to the basal cell layer interface as in wild type pupal wings (Fig. 4A-A’). However, Fasciclin III and DE-cadherin, two membrane proteins with distinct localizations, showed no difference in staining patterns between wild type and *pgant3* mutant wings (Fig. 4D-I’). These results suggest that the loss of O-glycosylation specifically disrupts tiggrin localization.

*pgant3* influences tiggrin secretion, not stability. The loss of tiggrin from the basal cell adhesive region could be due to altered tiggrin secretion, altered tiggrin retention along this region or an increase in tiggrin degradation. To distinguish between these possibilities, we performed western blots using extracts from *pgant3* mutant and wild type pupal wings (Fig. 5). No significant difference in the amount or size of tiggrin was seen between mutant and wild type wings at multiple developmental stages (Fig. 5B and D), suggesting that loss of tiggrin at the cell layer interface in *pgant3* mutant wings is not due to degradation.

To examine the effect of O-glycosylation on tiggrin secretion, we stained wild type and *pgant3* mutant pupal wings for tiggrin and DE-cadherin (to outline the cells). Multiple
confocal X-Y cross sections (1 μm) through the center of both the dorsal and ventral cell layers were taken to visualize whether tiggrin is present at the cell boundaries defined by DE-cadherin staining. Confocal images revealed that while tiggrin is present along the outer membrane of cells in wild type wings, it is largely absent from this region in pgant3 mutant wing cells (Fig. 6). Additionally, tiggrin staining in pgant3 mutant wings is primarily seen in punctate structures inside the cell borders, indicating an accumulation of tiggrin within the cells of pgant3 mutant wings. These results strongly support a role for O-glycosylation in proper tiggrin secretion.

RNAi to pgant3 affects integrin-mediated cell adhesion in cell culture. To further investigate the role of pgant3 in cell adhesion, we employed a Drosophila cell line that has been used to examine integrin-mediated cell adhesion (11,42). S2R+ cells, an adherent line of embryonic origin, were treated with a non-specific dsRNA (YFP), dsRNA to a βPS integrin known to cause cell adhesion defects (mys) (47), dsRNA to tiggrin or dsRNA to pgant3. Treated cells were fixed and stained with phalloidin to detect changes in cell spreading, shape and adhesion. Untreated cells or cells treated with YFP dsRNA had highly developed actin-based lamellae and were well-spread on cell culture dishes. As seen previously, cells treated with mys dsRNA became round and non-adherent, with a dramatic actin fibril reorganization (Fig. 7A and C). Additionally, cells treated with dsRNA to tiggrin were also less adherent (Fig. 7A and C). Interestingly, cells treated with pgant3 dsRNA displayed a similar non-adherent phenotype, with treated cells becoming round, detaching from the dish, and displaying altered actin organization (Fig. 7A and C). The effects seen were verified with a second independent dsRNA to pgant3 (data not shown) and the degree and specificity of pgant3 knockdown was assessed by real time quantitative PCR (Fig. 7D).

Additionally, we found that these morphological and cell adhesive changes were unique to pgant3, as RNAi to the other members of the pgant family did not result in similar changes (data not shown). Thus, as is the case in vivo, pgant3 appears to be required for proper integrin-mediated cell adhesion of S2R+ cells in culture.

To address the specificity of pgant3 in integrin-mediated cell adhesion, we compared the effects of pgant3 knockdown in a Drosophila cell line that utilizes different adhesion mechanisms. S2 cells, which are normally non-adherent, will adhere to concanavalin A (Con A) coated surfaces via an integrin-independent mechanism (42), in contrast to the integrin-dependent adherence of S2R+ cells. When βPS integrin (mys) or tiggrin gene expression in S2 cells were reduced by RNAi, S2 cells remained attached to the Con A coated surface, with no noticeable changes in cell morphology or spreading (42) (Fig. 7B). Similarly, RNAi to pgant3 in S2 cells significantly reduced pgant3 gene expression but had no effect on cell adhesion (Fig. 7B and E). These data suggest that the cell adhesion defects caused by RNAi to pgant3 are unique to S2R+ cells and lend further support for a model where pgant3 is involved specifically in integrin-mediated cell adhesion. Taken together, our data support a model where pgant3 affects integrin-mediated cell adhesion in the developing wing by influencing the secretion of the integrin-ligand, tiggrin.

DISCUSSION

In this study, we demonstrate that O-glycosylation influences the secretion and localization of a specific matrix protein, altering the microenvironment of the wing and resulting in direct biological consequences during development. Tiggrin, an secreted ECM protein known to bind integrin and mediate cell
adhesion (3,18), is normally O-glycosylated and located at the adhesive interface between the two epithelial cell layers of the developing wing. This area of the developing wing, where integrins are also localized, governs cell-cell contacts and proper wing blade formation. In pgant3 mutants, tiggrin is not O-glycosylated and fails to be secreted to this cell layer interface, resulting in cell adhesion defects. Disruption of tiggrin localization and cell adhesion are directly associated with the glycosylation status of tiggrin, as restoration of pgant3 activity restores tiggrin glycosylation, localization, and wing integrity. Additionally, a pgant3 mutant that is stably expressed, but lacks catalytic activity, demonstrates that these effects are due to the glycosyltransferase activity of PGANT3 and not due to a chaperone function in the absence of enzymatic activity. This distinguishes the effects of PGANT3 from those of another glycosyltransferase (O-fucosyltransferase 1) that influences Notch transport by functioning as a chaperone in the absence of glycosyltransferase activity (44,45).

Altogether, our studies provide the first evidence for the role of mucin-type O-glycans in proper secretion and localization of extracellular matrix proteins during eukaryotic development. Our data further demonstrate that the influence of O-glycosylation on tiggrin localization to the basal matrix is due to effects on tiggrin secretion. While other studies suggest that mucin-type O-glycans may influence protein stability, as is thought to be the case for FGF23 in familial tumoral calcinosis (26,31,32), we do not see evidence of altered tiggrin stability in pupal wings. Rather, our analysis of tiggrin localization in pgant3 mutant wings cells revealed dramatic intracellular accumulation, indicating defects in tiggrin secretion. Prior studies examining proteins known to be glycosylated have suggested roles for O-glycans in secretion. For example, regions that are crucial for secretion or apical sorting of certain proteins have been shown to be rich in O-glycosylated residues (36,48). Additionally, Muc4, a highly O-glycosylated protein, influences ErbB2 and ErbB3 receptor trafficking to the cell surface in cultured cells (49). Cell culture studies using competitive inhibitors of O-glycan extension resulted in reduced trafficking of certain proteins (33-36); however, these inhibitors also influence other forms of glycosylation. Studies examining protein distribution in subregions of the Golgi complex in larval imaginal discs, found that those containing O-linked GalNAc were present predominantly in basally-located Golgi units, suggesting that this polarized distribution may influence apicobasal polarity in these tissues (50). Here, we provide direct evidence for the role of mucin-type O-glycans in modulating proper secretion to this basal region in vivo by examining a specific substrate in a glycosyltransferase mutant background. Given that the multiple pgant genes responsible for initiating mucin-type O-glycosylation (22,39) have unique tissue and stage-specific patterns of expression (23,51-53), it is likely that specific pgant family members may be playing unique roles in the secretion and localization of proteins within diverse cell types.

Our study further provides the first demonstration of a specific role for O-glycosylation in integrin-mediated cell adhesion events by demonstrating a genetic interaction between αPS2 integrin and pgant3. Mutations in pgant3 genetically interact with αPS2 integrin mutants to increase wing blistering, providing a functional connection between O-glycosylation and cell adhesion mediated by integrins. Additionally, Drosophila cell culture assays demonstrated that RNAi to pgant3 disrupted integrin–dependent cell adhesion, but did not affect integrin-independent cell adhesion. Altogether, our studies demonstrate a specific role for O-glycosylation in integrin-mediated cell adhesion.
adhesion that is dictated by the influence of O-glycans on integrin-ligand secretion and localization. These results have implications for this protein modification in other developmental and pathological processes involving integrins.

pgant3 mutations did not appear to alter the localization of other proteins present in the developing wing. The specific localization of the cell membrane proteins, DE-cadherin and Fasciclin III were unchanged in pgant3 mutants, suggesting that loss of O-glycosylation in this context is not leading to global changes in cell polarity as was seen previously for mutations in pgant35A, which disrupted tracheal cell polarity and diffusion barrier formation (28). The specific effect of pgant3 on cell adhesion is supported by the fact that adult wings in pgant3 mutants are, with the exception of blisters, normal in morphology. Additionally, β-integrin was still found at the cell layer interface, albeit in a more diffuse pattern, again indicating that pgant3 mutations do not result in an overall disruption of the basal surface. These data indicate that PGANT3 modulates cell adhesive functions by influencing the secretion of a specific ECM component. It will be interesting to see if other ECM components are influenced by PGANT3 or other PGANT family members in the future.

This study has implications for the role of O-glycosylation in other developing systems and in certain diseases (22). For example, our data could provide insight into the long-standing correlation between aberrant O-glycosylation and the progression of certain types of cancer (54-58). Indeed, recent work has demonstrated that germ-line and somatic mutations in a member of this glycosyltransferase family (GALNT12) are associated with colon cancer in humans (59). Additionally, deletion of an extending glycosyltransferase in mice results in increased susceptibility to colorectal tumors (60). While the molecular mechanisms underlying these associations are not known, our work supports a model where mutations in a glycosyltransferase could alter the composition of the secreted ECM or “microenvironment” surrounding cells, thus influencing adhesive, protective or signaling properties. Such an alteration in the microenvironment may influence the dialogue occurring between a cell and its surrounding matrix, thereby altering the susceptibility of cells/tissues to other genetic or environmental changes. Indeed, recent studies are focusing on the role of “tumor microenvironment” and the interplay between intra- and extracellular factors in cancer progression and metastasis (61). We have thus identified a factor that is capable of modifying a cell’s microenvironment, resulting in direct consequences on cell adhesion. We are currently investigating whether other PGANT family members are capable of modulating secretion and ECM composition, and what role this may play in both development and disease.
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FIGURE LEGENDS

Fig. 1. pgant3 point mutations cause wing blistering and loss of tiggrin O-glycosylation. (A) Two point mutations in the coding region of pgant3 were obtained by EMS mutagenesis. The pgant3m1 mutation changes a conserved arginine (R) to a cysteine (C) at amino acid 130. The pgant3m2 mutation changes a tryptophan (W) to a stop codon at amino acid 609 in the lectin-like region, deleting the C-terminal portion of the enzyme. (B) Expression of recombinant wild type pgant3 (pIB-pgant3-V5), pgant3m1 (pIB-m1-V5) and pgant3m2 (pIB-m2-V5) in Drosophila S2R+ cells. Cells were then stained for V5 and the Golgi marker, GM130, revealing Golgi-localization of wild type pgant3 and pgant3m1. (C) Expression of secreted forms of pgant3 in COS7 cells demonstrates that wild type pgant3 and pgant3m1 are stably expressed as recombinant proteins while pgant3m2 is not. (D) The pgant3m1 mutation results in loss of glycosyltransferase activity. Equal relative amounts of wild type pgant3 (WT, circles) and pgant3m1 (m1, squares) proteins (as determined by western blotting) produced and purified from COS7 cells were used with increasing concentrations of acceptor substrate (EA2) in enzyme assays as described in Experimental Procedures. All assays were performed in triplicate. Error bars indicate standard deviation. (E) Homozygous pgant3 mutants (pgant3m1/pgant3m2) have wing blisters, indicative of cell adhesion defects. Western blots of proteins from wing discs of wild type (WT), the parental line used for mutagenesis (cn bw sp) and pgant3m1/pgant3m2 mutants (m1/m2) probed with the Tn antibody (F) or an antibody to tiggrin (G) demonstrate that tiggrin is present but not O-glycosylated in pgant3m1/pgant3m2 mutants. Protein size standards are shown to the right. Red arrowheads indicate the position of the glycosylated tiggrin band.

Fig. 2. Tiggrin and O-glycans show dynamic and specific localization during pupal wing development. Shown are stages of wild type pupal wing development 6-8 hrs after puparium formation (APF) (6-8hr APF), 18-20 hrs after puparium formation (18-20hr APF), 24-26 hrs after puparium formation (24-26hr APF), 34-36 hrs after puparium formation (34-36hr APF) and 40-42 hrs.
after puparium formation (40–42 hr APF). Wings were stained for tiggrin (green), O-glycans (red) and DAPI (blue). Merged images show tiggrin and O-glycan co-staining in yellow. Images shown are X-Y sections (A, B, C, D, E) or X-Z optical cross-sections (A’, B’, C’, D’, E’). White dashed lines indicate regions used to produce X-Z optical cross sections. Arrowheads at the right denote the basal dorsal/ventral cell layer interface and asterisks (*) denote the position of wing veins. Black bar = 100 μm.

**Fig. 3.** Localization of tiggrin, βPS integrin and O-glycans in wild type and *pgant3* mutant pupal wings. Pupal wings from either wild type (WT), *pgant3*m1/*pgant3*m2 homozygous point mutants (m1/m2), homozygous *pgant3*c01318/*pgant3*c01318 transposon insertion mutation (Transposon) or the *pgant3*hopout7/*pgant3*hopout7 transposon excision line (Transposon excision) were stained for tiggrin (green) (A and B), βPS integrin (green) (C and D) and O-glycans (red) (A–D). Merged images show co-staining in yellow. X-Z optical cross-sections of confocal images of pupal wings at 6–8 hrs APF (A and C) or 34–36 hrs APF (B and D) are shown. Nuclei were detected with DAPI. Arrowheads at the right denote the basal dorsal/ventral cell layer interface and asterisks (*) denote the position of wing veins. Black bar = 100 μm.

**Fig. 4.** Localization of tiggrin, but not other proteins, is affected in *pgant3* mutant pupal wings. Wild type (WT) (A–A”, D–D”, and G–G”), *pgant3*m1/*pgant3*m2 (m1/m2) (B–B”, E–E” and H–H”) and *pgant3*m1/Df(2R)Exel6283 (m1/Df(2R)) (C–C”, F–F” and I–I”) pupal wings at 36 hrs APF were stained with tiggrin (green) (A–C”); Fasciclin III (red) (D–F”); and DE-cadherin (purple) (G–H”). Shown are X-Z optical cross-sections of pupal wings with (A–I) or without (A’–I’) DAPI staining of nuclei. Images are oriented so that dorsal is at the top and ventral is at the bottom. Arrowheads at the left denote the basal dorsal/ventral cell layer interface. X-Y confocal images of the basal region comprising the dorsal and ventral boundary (A’–I’) are also shown. In wild type wings 36 hrs APF, tiggrin localizes to the dorsal/ventral cell layer interface, where cell adhesion occurs. Mutations in *pgant3* result in loss of tiggrin localization at this interface, while DE-cadherin and Fasciclin III localizations are unaffected.

**Fig. 5.** Western blots of pupal wing extracts reveal no change in amount of tiggrin present in *pgant3* mutant wings relative to wild type. Equivalent amounts of protein extracts from wild type (WT) and *pgant3*m1/*pgant3*m2 homozygous point mutants (m1/m2) at 4 hr APF (A), 8 hr APF (B) and 48 hr APF (C) were western blotted and probed with a tiggrin antibody. No significant change in the amount or size of tiggrin was seen when comparing wild type and *pgant3* mutant wings at various times during wing development. Size markers are shown to the left of each blot.

**Fig. 6.** *pgant3* mutations result in intracellular tiggrin accumulation. Wild type (A) and *pgant3*m1/Df(2R)Exel6283 (B) pupal wings at 36 hrs APF were stained for tiggrin (Tig) (red) and DE-cadherin (DE-cad) (green). Merged images are shown in yellow. Shown are representative X-Y confocal images (1 μm thick) of pupal wings in the center of the dorsal cell layer (Dorsal) and in the center of the ventral cell layer (Ventral). *pgant3* mutants show loss of tiggrin along cell membranes and accumulation within the cells of the dorsal and ventral cell layers.

**Fig. 7.** RNAi to *pgant3* results in cell adhesion defects in cells that undergo integrin-mediated
cell adherence. S2R+ (A) and S2 (B) cells were either untreated or treated with the dsRNA to *pgant3*, *tiggrin*, *mys* (βPS integrin) or YFP and then stained with phalloidin (Actin) and DAPI (Nuclei) to visualize cell spreading and adhesion. Decreases in S2R+-specific cell adhesion upon RNAi to *pgant3*, *tiggrin* or *mys* were quantitated as described in Experimental Procedures (C). No cell adhesion alterations were seen in S2 cells plated on Con A coated surfaces following treatment with dsRNA to *pgant3*, *tiggrin* or *mys* (B). Real time PCR analysis of the expression of all *pgant* family members in S2R+ cells (D) or S2 cells (E) confirmed that RNAi to *pgant3* resulted in a specific reduction in *pgant3* expression. RNA levels were normalized to 18S rRNA. Scale bars shown below panels (A) and (B) =20 μm. *, p<0.05; **, p<0.01. Error bars=standard deviation.
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**Table I. Frequency of wing blistering observed in pgant3 mutants**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>% Blistered*</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>pgant3&lt;sup&gt;m1&lt;/sup&gt;/+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>204</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgant3&lt;sup&gt;m2&lt;/sup&gt;/+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>258</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgant3&lt;sup&gt;01318&lt;/sup&gt;/+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>107</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Def(2R) Exel6283/+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>232</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgant3&lt;sup&gt;m1&lt;/sup&gt;/pgant3&lt;sup&gt;01318&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>127</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgant3&lt;sup&gt;m2&lt;/sup&gt;/pgant3&lt;sup&gt;01318&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w; pgant3&lt;sup&gt;m1&lt;/sup&gt;/ pgant3&lt;sup&gt;m2&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>109</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgant3&lt;sup&gt;01318&lt;/sup&gt;/ pgant3&lt;sup&gt;01318&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgant3&lt;sup&gt;m1&lt;/sup&gt;/ Df(2R) Exel6283</td>
<td>99</td>
<td>214</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>pgant3&lt;sup&gt;m2&lt;/sup&gt;/ Df(2R) Exel6283</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>198</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (number of flies displaying blistered wings/total number of flies) X 100
n=total number of flies scored

**Table II. Genetic interaction between pgant3 and if (αPS2 integrin)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Genotype</th>
<th>% Blistered*</th>
<th>n</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>w/Y; pgant3&lt;sup&gt;m1&lt;/sup&gt;/+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>129</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>w/Y; pgant3&lt;sup&gt;m2&lt;/sup&gt;/+</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;/Y; +/-</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>87</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;/Y; pgant3&lt;sup&gt;m1&lt;/sup&gt;/+</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>176</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>if&lt;sup&gt;y&lt;/sup&gt;/Y; pgant3&lt;sup&gt;m2&lt;/sup&gt;/+</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>125</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* (number of flies displaying blistered wings/total number of flies) X 100
n=total number of flies scored